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(57) ABSTRACT 

This disclosure presents a version of a coherent laser radar 
system that is immune to environmental effects on Mach 
Zehnder-configured interferometers and reference length 
standards comprising Such systems. The present disclosure 
also describes methods and materials which alleviate inter 
ferometer drift due to vapor absorption using a polyimide 
coated polarization maintaining fiber to reduce the change in 
the length of a reference arm. 
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PRECISION LENGTH STANDARD FOR 
COHERENT LASER RADAR 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. This application claims priority benefit of U.S. 
provisional patent application Ser. No. 60/662.367 filed Mar. 
17, 2005. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002) 
0003. The present invention generally relates to Mach 
Zehnder-configured interferometers and reference length 
standards in counter chirp FM laser radars. More specifi 
cally, methods and materials are described which alleviate 
interferometer drift due to vapor absorption observed for 
conventional fiberjacketing materials 
0004 2. Description of Related Art 

1. Field of Invention 

0005 There are a number of optical systems that can 
measure a distance to a target. Such systems typically utilize 
an open beam propagated through free space between the 
laser source and the target. However, when the target loca 
tion is such that limited free space is available for beam 
propagation, Such systems are of limited use. Thus, well 
known systems may be able to perform distance measure 
ments, but the open beam optical sensor head prevents 
application in limited access areas and tight places. For 
example, precision measurement of dimensions inside a 
chassis cannot easily be accomplished with Such open beam 
systems. While it is known to transfer light through optical 
fibers, precision is compromised due to the environmental 
effects on the fiber itself. These environmental effects can 
change the optical path length and the polarization of the 
light in the fiber, adversely affecting measurement precision. 
0006 The existing art in precision FM laser radar incor 
porates a single chirp laser Source and a polarization main 
taining fiber optic geometry with separate local oscillator 
(LO) and signal paths (see, e.g., U.S. Pat. Nos. 4,824.251 
and 4,830.486). Such laser radars most typically use a length 
standard of Some kind as a basis for a high-precision 
absolute length measurement. 
0007. The existing art in length standards for these and 
related applications fall into two primary categories. One 
category involves an artifact based standard Such as tem 
perature compensated metal or glass bars/tubes with targets 
mounted to each end. For the range needed (2-4 m) these are 
unwieldy and it is impractical to integrate them into a 
measurement system. The second category utilizes a fiber 
optic based length standard, which can easily be packaged 
into a small Volume. 

0008. In an improvement on the single chirp laser system 
referred to above, the inventor herein has developed a 
counter chirp configuration that provides a much greater 
insensitivity to vibration induced range errors by providing 
for a more accurate Doppler correction. Moreover, by com 
bining the LO and signal paths for two lasers into a single 
fiber, the fiber optic circuit is both less complicated and less 
expensive due to fewer components and completely immune 
to error caused by changes in the LO and signal path lengths 
due to environmental factors such as temperature. This 
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configuration is described in U.S. patent application Ser. No. 
11/354382, filed Feb. 15, 2006, the contents of which are 
incorporated herein by reference as though set forth in their 
entirety. That technology utilized reference standards either 
of the Mach-Zehnder type or of the Michelson type. How 
ever, that application did not disclose methods of preventing 
non-temperature-related drift. 

0009 Ahmadvand et al. (U.S. Pat. No. 6,778,278) dis 
close a method to compensate for temperature drift in a 
Mach-Zehnder interferometer by adding jacketing material 
of a specific thickness and length to one or both arms of the 
interferometer as a means of eliminating the need for active 
temperature control of the device. The result is that the two 
arms change the same amount with temperature changes 
despite the fact that they are different lengths. However, for 
higher channel density applications differences in path 
length will increase (as would the need for the temperature 
compensation). Moreover, they do not address other envi 
ronmental causes of interferometer drift. 

0010 Bauer et al. (U.S. Pat. No. 6,757.469) disclose 
fabrication methods of waveguide devices that insure tem 
perature insensitivity. These waveguide devices are not 
optical fibers. Again, the disclosure is limited to temperature 
effects not alleviation of vapor absorption effects. 
0011 Typically, the Mach-Zehnder interferometer 
formed by two couplers and the fiber between them is kept 
in a temperature-controlled container to prevent the fiber 
lengths from changing. If the difference in fiber lengths is 
calibrated, the reference interferometer can serve as an 
absolute length standard for the laser radar System as well as 
provide a signal useful in the linearization of the laser 
waveform. 

0012 FM lasers are largely immune to ambient light 
conditions and changes in surface reflectivity because FM 
laser radars rely only on beat frequency, which is not 
dependent upon signal amplitude, to calculate range. This 
enables the FM Coherent system to make reliable measure 
ments with as little as one picowatt of returned laser energy. 
This corresponds to a nine order-of-magnitude dynamic 
range of sensitivity. However, these instruments are not 
immune to drift caused by other ambient conditions. 
0013 Ambient conditions other than temperature can 
affect effective optical path lengths in several ways. In 
particular, the presence of water vapor in the Surrounding air 
affects the optics. In addition to water vapor, volatile com 
ponents of the polymers (especially acrylate) can outgas, 
thereby causing a dimensional change in the jacket and thus 
a change in the fiber as described below. 
0014) An effective optical path length in an optical fiber 
can change either because of a change in the refractive index 
of the core of the fiber, potentially caused by absorption of 
impurities, or because of a physical change in diameter or 
length of the fiber brought about by ambient conditions. If 
a fiber's jacket absorbs, for example, water vapor or other 
impurities, the jacket's dimensions change, thus exerting 
compressive force on the underlying glass fiber. Conversely, 
outgassing of water vapor or other impurities diminishes 
compressive force on the glass fiber. The change in force 
causes both the diameter and length of the fiber to change by 
Small amounts and possibly the index of refraction to 
change, causing a change in effective optical path length. 
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Since the precision being sought in the current invention is 
on the order of one part per million, it can be seen that tiny 
changes in dimension or optical path length can affect the 
precision of the instrument. The change in force can also 
degrade the polarization maintainability of the fiber due to 
stress birefringence. 

0.015 What is needed is a jacketing/coating material that 
does not tend to absorb or outgas water vapor and other 
impurities which can cause an effective change in the length 
of the reference arm. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0016 Acrylate is the principal heritage coating or jack 
eting material for optical fibers. It has been designed into 
flight grade optical fiber for optical cable since the 1980s. 
The advantages of the acrylate material is that it can be 
selected for strippability (for example, with methylene chlo 
ride) and is fairly soft, which makes the fiber more flexible. 
Its disadvantages are that acrylates tend to have low tem 
perature ratings (usually around 85°C although some are 
available that are rated as high as 200° C.) and it is a well 
known outgasser. 
0017. During development of the invention disclosed in 
U.S. patent application Ser. No. 11/354,382, filed Feb. 15, 
2006, the inventors determined that drift in the instrument 
was causing a loss of precision over that deemed to be 
achievable. Investigation and analysis showed that length 
variations of the acrylate-coated fiber was at fault, and it was 
determined that vapor absorption and outgassing of the 
acrylate were the root causes of optical path length varia 
tions. 

0018. Once the cause of the length variation of the 
acrylate coated fiber was isolated, several options were 
proposed. Initial attempts to limit the effect of acrylate 
proved ineffective, so it became necessary to test existing 
systems with alternate fiber coatings, specifically low melt 
ing point metal and polyimide. 
0019. The present invention makes use of specially 
coated polarization maintaining (PM) fiber to reduce the 
change in the length of the reference arm. In the most 
preferred embodiment, the coating is polyimide. An example 
of polyimide coated fiber available commercially is to be 
found at http://fibercore.com/05hb-hbp.php, “HB-P Polar 
ization Maintaining Fiber.” As can be inferred from the 
contents of this link, until the present invention, polyimide 
coating has been used primarily for high temperature per 
formance, e.g., to withstand medical sterilization and high 
curing temperatures. What is most novel in the current 
invention is to use polyimide and other acceptable coatings 
to provide dimensional, optical path length, and birefrin 
gence stability in addition to high temperature performance. 

0020. However, other coatings are acceptable substitutes. 
Other coatings can perform the same function. Fibers are 
available and have been jacketed with many polymer coat 
ings including Ultraviolet Cured (UV-cured) Acrylate, Poly 
imide, Teflon, DuPont Tefzel, Hytrel and Nylon. After 
acrylate, polyimide is probably the most readily available 
off-the-shelf especially in PM fiber and works well for this 
application. In addition, metal coated fibers can provide 
dimensional stability but may have higher temperature sen 
sitivities. Fibers that function in the way described in this 
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disclosure are referred to herein as substantially hydropho 
bic and Substantially non-outgassing. 
0021 Polyimide has been used successfully for coating 
space grade optical fiber and it comes with the advantage of 
a 125°C. temperature rating. However, it was not an obvious 
choice for use in a laser metrology device because of its 
known disadvantages. Polyimide has exhibited some disad 
vantages that have made it a less than desirable first choice 
for coating optical fibers. For example, polyimide tends to 
make the fiber seem stiffer than an acrylate coated fiber. 
Second coatings have been added, but the known additional 
coatings come with their own problems that have limited the 
desirability of polyimide for mainstream applications. For 
example, Such second coatings have exhibited outgassing 
and contamination problems. Of even more significance are 
the difficulties associated with stripping polyimide. Polyim 
ide coating can be stripped chemically, with hot Sulfuric 
acid, or mechanically, using a hot tweezers. Users find hot 
Sulfuric acid to be dangerous and non-portable. Mechanical 
stripping methods are not recommended because they have 
the capacity to introduce Surface flaws to the glass fiber, 
compromising long term reliability. As noted elsewhere, the 
realization that it offered superior vapor absorption and 
outgassing properties that provided improved dimensional 
stability led to its adoption for the current invention. 
0022. The coherent laser radar as it is currently envisaged 
requires a fiber optic reference arm interferometer in a 
Mach-Zehnder configuration as its reference length stan 
dard. This internal length standard is calibrated by using an 
external interferometer to determine the exact length differ 
ential between the two paths of the reference interferometer. 
In a related aspect, if this length difference varies with time 
there will be a corresponding scaling error in range mea 
Surements on the measurement path. In one embodiment, the 
present invention diminishes the length variation within the 
reference arm, allowing for long-term range accuracy with 
out the need for frequent calibration. 
0023 The present invention is applicable to all non 
contact precision distance measuring applications that incor 
porate a fiber optic length standard. The insensitivity of the 
polyimide coating to environmental conditions allows a 
system to operate for months in a changing environment and 
remain within specification without the need for a range 
calibration, effectively reducing the necessary system main 
tenance and extending the time between scheduled certifi 
cation. 

0024 Exemplary methods and systems according to this 
invention are described in greater detail below. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0025) 
0026 
0027) 
0028) 
0029 FIG. 5 show a polyimide coated reference arm 
with dual Zerodur LOs. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

0030. It is also to be understood that the terminology used 
herein is for the purpose of describing particular embodi 

FIG. 1 shows the reference arm. 

FIG. 2 shows a metal coated fiber test setup. 
FIG. 3 shows a dual Zerodur test setup. 
FIG. 4 shows a prototype polyimide reference arm. 
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ments only, and is not intended to limit the scope of the 
present invention. It should be further understood that as 
used herein and in the independent claims, the singular 
forms “a,'an, and “the include plural reference unless the 
context clearly dictates otherwise. Thus for example, refer 
ence to “an isolator includes a plurality of such isolators, 
reference to a “reference arm' is a reference to one or more 
arms and equivalents thereof known to those skilled in the 
art. 

0031. As used herein, “coherent radiation, including 
grammatical variations thereof, means radiation in which the 
phase relationship between any two points in the radiation 
field has a constant difference, or is exactly the same in 
either the spatial or the temporal mode throughout the 
duration of the radiation. In particular, a laser is a device 
which artificially generates coherent radiation in the form of 
light within a narrow range of wavelengths. 
0032. In order to understand the current fiber optic based 
length standard it is necessary to have some grounding in 
FM laser radar in general. In coherent, or FM laser radar that 
uses a diode laser as its source, the frequency of the laser is 
modulated directly by modulating the laser's injection cur 
rent. The mode of obtaining a precise relative distance 
measurement in a state of the art system is spelled out in 
detail U.S. patent application Ser. No. 11/354382, filed Feb. 
15, 2006, the contents of which have already been incorpo 
rated by reference herein. 
0033 Advanced techniques employed in the invention 
set forth in U.S. patent application Ser. No. 1 1/354.382 
enable a high degree of linearity in the relative distance 
measurements. In addition, these techniques can detect and 
compensate for real time variances from linearity. These 
features enable range measurement with a single digit 
micron precision. Such precision is high enough that pre 
venting drift caused by environmental factors becomes 
extremely important. 

0034) For precision measurements with an FM laser chirp 
system it is necessary to include a reference standard both 
for absolute ranging accuracy and to help linearize the 
laser's chirp waveform. As mentioned above, this reference 
standard can take the form of a fiber optic interferometer in 
a Mach-Zehnder configuration, 10, FIG. 1. For the internal 
reference standard, the light from an IR laser, 101, after 
passing through an isolator (not shown), is split into two 
fibers by means of a fiber coupler, 102. One path is used to 
measure range, 103. The other path is directed to the 
reference standard that consists of an input fiber optic 
coupler, RC1, 104, which splits the light into two fiber paths 
(105a, 105b) and an output fiber coupler, RC2, 106, which 
recombines the light into a single fiber. The two paths of 
fiber between the two couplers are mismatched in length by 
several meters such that a laser radar signal is detected on 
the detector, R1, 107. 

0035) Typically, the Mach-Zehnder interferometer 
formed by the two couples and the fiber between them is 
kept in a temperature-controlled container to prevent the 
fiber lengths from changing. If the difference in fiber lengths 
is calibrated, the reference interferometer can serve as an 
absolute length standard for the laser radar System as well as 
provide a signal useful in the linearization of the laser 
waveform. This difference in fiber length is typically set to 
an equivalent range of 4 meters in air and the laser is 
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typically linearized to give a 2.3 MHZ beat frequency over 
the reference arm path. Knowing that the reference length is 
calibrated, it is then easy to calculate the distance from the 
scanner to any point in space by using a scaling factor 
calculated by: 

Scaling (MHz/M)=2.3 MHz/Ad Reference (~4 m) (5) 
0036 Typically, the single mode, polarization maintain 
ing fiber widely available uses a UV cured acrylate coating 
that is hygroscopic. This coating tends to absorb or outgas 
water vapor and other impurities causing an effective change 
in the optical length of the reference arm. In many cases, this 
drift can be severer and rapid, resulting in a change of 
several hundred microns (10-100 parts per million (PPM)) in 
a matter of hours/days. Unlike drift in one of the LO paths 
which simply translates into a range offset, this change in the 
reference arm length has a direct effect on the range accu 
racy of the machine, i.e., an increase in reference arm length 
of 1 part per million results in an across the board range error 
of 1 part per million. This can be easily seen by comparing 
a calibrated reference arm path of exactly 4 meters to one 
that has increased by 40 microns or 10 PPM. These values 
give a scaling value of 0.575000 and 0.5749942.5 MHz/m 
respectively. Thus, for an actual range differential of 10 
meters, the drifted value will be 100 microns long. 
0037. This application discloses use of specially coated 
PM fiber to reduce the change in the optical path lengths in 
the reference arm. While polyimides have numerous uses in 
several fields, as a fiber optic coating it offers a reduced cross 
sectional area (low profile) that would also be heat resistant 
for high temperature applications such as medical steriliza 
tion and high curing temperatures of various laminates. It is 
also used for increased protection in hostile environments. 
The current application makes use of its water resistant 
nature (typically used only in textiles; see, e.g., Hope, Diane, 
“New Technologies for Fire Resistant Textiles and Mem 
branes.” Innovation, vol. 8, no. 5, September/October 2000) 
to eliminate the outgassing common in the acrylate coated 
fiber. 

0038. The invention will now be described in greater 
detail by reference to the following non-limiting examples. 
The following examples are intended to illustrate but not 
limit the invention. 

EXAMPLES 

0039) During the production process, the 50/50 fiber 
optic couplers are fitted with output fibers coated in poly 
imide. When the reference arm is built, only fiber coated 
with polyimide is used, resulting in a reference arm whose 
drift will be minimized due to the absorption on or outgas 
sing of the fiberjacket. The thin polyimide coating exhibits 
a marked improvement over the acrylate, resulting in an 
order of magnitude improvement over the old technology. 
The improved performance can be easily demonstrated by 
comparison with the calculation above. With the improved 
coating, the reference path increases by 4 microns, or 1 
PPM. This gives scaling factors of 0.575000 and 
0.574.999425 MHz/m. At the 10-meter range, the drifted 
value is only 10 microns from the assumed value in com 
parison to 100 microns before, or an improvement of about 
a factor of 10 in precision over the conventionally coated 
fiber. 

0040. In order to test the relative range drift of an 
MV200TM (i.e., portable coherent laser radar system sold 
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under the Trademark MV200TM) reference arm built with 
different fiber optic coatings, a test setup was built in a 
temperature-controlled environment, 12, as shown in FIG. 
2. Initially, the setup consisted of a current MV200TM oven, 
121, used as a laser source feeding into a test oven that 
contained a standard reference arm. The fiber within the 
oven was coated as thoroughly as possible with low melting 
point metal, 123. The signal generated by the test oven was 
measured by the detector. 
0041) To monitor the range drift, light was split from the 
laser source using a 90/10 coupler, 122. This light was sent, 
via a 70/30 coupler, 124, to an open beam Michelson 
interferometer consisting of a fiber pigtail attached to a fiber 
mount and a lens that would send a collimated beam to a 
mirror and then a retroreflector, which would then return the 
beam back to the pigtail. Reflected light from the pigtail 
acted as the internal LO and mixed with the reflected light 
from the retroreflector to generate the radar signal which 
was measured by the detector, 125, via the coupler, 124. 
0042. The components were mounted on a length of 
ZERODURR) glass, a substance that exhibits minimal ther 
mal expansion (+0.15x10/degree C.). Many optical appli 
cations require a Substrate material with a near-Zero coeffi 
cient of thermal expansion and/or excellent thermal shock 
resistance. ZERODURR, with its very small coefficient of 
thermal expansion at room temperature, is such a material. 
ZERODUR, which belongs to the glass-ceramic composite 
class of materials, has both an amorphous (vitreous) com 
ponent and a crystalline component. This Schott glass is 
Subjected to special thermal cycling during manufacture so 
that approximately 75% of the vitreous material is converted 
to the crystalline quartz form. The crystals are typically only 
50 nm in diameter, and ZERODUR appears reasonably 
transparent to the eye because the refractive indices of the 
two phases are almost identical. However, scattering at the 
grain boundaries precludes the use of ZERODUR for trans 
missive optics. 
0043. This formed an open-air path along the Zerodur 
length that allows for a constant, unchanging range mea 
surement. FIG. 2 shows the complete layout (12). Thus, the 
drift in the test oven was measured by comparing the range 
measurement at the test oven detector, 127, to the range 
measured at the monitor detector, 125. 
0044) This setup was attached to standard MV200TM M 
signal processing electronics with scanner control flags 
disabled. The setup was powered on, linearized, and allowed 
to settle for about an hour. Data was collected over the 
course of a week by using the stare measurement dialog, and 

Metal Coated 
fiber vs. 
Zerodur 

Range Spread 52.9 
in Microns 
Range Spread 27.3 
in PPM 
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all data was corrected for range deviation due to environ 
mental temperature and pressure changes. 
0045. In order to test the stability of the Zerodur path 
interferometer, the setup from FIG. 2 was altered such that 
the test oven was removed and a second Zerodur path 
interferometer installed, 13, as shown in FIG. 3. One of 
these paths was used as a reference arm and the other was 
used as local oscillator one (LO1) and data was recorded 
over the course of a week. The light from the MV200TM 
oven, 131, passes through a 50/50 optic coupler, 133, 
thereby splitting the beam into two fibers. The split beams 
are sent via the 70/30 couplers 135 and 136, to the open air 
path Michelson interferometers, 137, as described above. 
The output of each interferometer is measured by the 
detectors, 132 and 134. By monitoring the output of the 
detectors, the intrinsic drift of the Zerodur paths can be 
measured. 

0046) Another test oven was then built with polyimide 
coated fiber replacing the metal/acrylate coating, 14, FIG. 4. 
This was accomplished by cutting the internal leads of the 
50/50 couplers, 141 and 142, as short as possible and 
replacing the bulk of the fiber with polyimide coated fiber 
(143b). Instead of exactly repeating the test done with the 
metal-coated fiber, both Zerodur arms were used as LO1 and 
LO2 while the polyimide oven was used as the reference arm 
as shown in FIG. 5. 

0047. The light from the MV200TM oven, 151, passes 
through a 90/10 optic coupler, 152, splitting the beam into 
two fibers. A first fiber beam is passed through a 50/50 optic 
coupler, 153, thereby splitting the first beam into two 
separate fibers which are sent, via the 70/30 couplers, 154 
and 155, to the open air path Michelson interferometers, 
158, as described above. The output of each interferometer 
is measured by the detectors, 156 and 157. 
0048. The second beam is sent through a polyimide 
coated reference arm 160, which is mounted on a thermal 
electric cooler (TEC), 161, that is controlled by a TEC 
controller, 162. The beam is then sent to a detector, 159. 
Data was taken as before. 

0049. For the final test, the same set-up was used, but the 
Standard MV200TM Oven number 6 was used as LO1 and 
one of the Zerodurpaths was used as LO2 (FIG. 5). This data 
was taken for three days. 
0050. The data was tabulated and the range was corrected 
for changes in the environment. The range spread was then 
calculated, as was the spread in PPM. These results are 
summarized in Table 1: 

TABLE 1. 

Test results from initial coatings testing 

(Set 3) (Set 3) (Set 4) (Set 4) 
Zerodur Polyimide Polyimide Polyimide Polyimide 

reference vs. fiber wS. fiber vs. fiber vs. Oven fiber. vs. 
Zerodur Zerodur LO1 Zerodur LO2 6 reference Zerodur 

11.7 15.2 18.6 69.5 18 

S.O 7.1 8.7 19 7.9 
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0051. It is clear that the polyimide coated fiber performed 
substantially better than that coated with acrylate. In fact, the 
polyimide fiber performed almost as well as Zerodur com 
pared to Zerodur, Suggesting that the drift within the poly 
imide reference could possibly be attributed to drift within 
the relatively short acrylate leads or to inherent instability of 
the open air setup. 

0.052 At this point, 50/50 couplers were produced with 
polyimide leads to ensure that the critical lengths (i.e., where 
the reference path was split) would exhibit maximum sta 
bility. These couplers were used to fabricate a reference arm 
in a standard MV200TM oven and mounted in a system to be 
tested as a complete unit. This testing consisted of a standard 
Range Calibration and Verification followed by scanner 
performance testing under a variety of environmental con 
ditions. The scanner was then Subjected to another Range 
Verification. A second Range Calibration was performed if 
necessary. 

0053 Sine the first polyimide reference arm performed 
well, several more were integrated into Subsequent ovens. 
Table 2 summarizes the range drift performance of these 
ovens as compared with those of acrylate leads. 

TABLE 2 

Acrylate and Polyimide Reference Arm range 
drift after environmental testing 

Acrylate Polyimide 

PPM change after testing 15.5 1.08 

0054 Thus, what has been described is an improved 
jacketing/coating material that does not tend to adsorb water 
vapor or outgas impurities which can cause an effective 
change in the optical path length of elements of a reference 
arm. While the invention has been described in connection 
with what is presently considered to be the most practical 
and preferred embodiments, it is to be understood that the 
invention is not to be limited to the disclosed embodiments, 
but, on the contrary, is intended to cover various modifica 
tions and equivalent arrangements included within the spirit 
and scope of the appended claims. The scope of the 
appended claims is to be accorded the broadest interpreta 
tion so as to encompass all Such modifications and equiva 
lent structures. 
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I claim: 
1. A substantially hydrophobic and substantially non 

outgassing coating for optical fibers, whereby the optical 
fiber maintains substantial dimensional and refractive sta 
bility. 

2. The coating of claim 1 wherein the coating is a 
polymer. 

3. The coating of claim 1 wherein the coating is selected 
from the group consisting of: Ultraviolet Cured Acrylate, 
Teflon, DuPont Tefzel, Hytrel, and Nylon. 

4. The coating of claim 1 wherein the coating comprises 
a metal. 

5. The coating of claim 2 wherein the polymer is poly 
imide. 

6. A method of preserving optical path length and polar 
ization maintaining properties of optical fibers comprising 
coating an optical fiber with a substantially hydrophobic and 
Substantially non-outgassing coating. 

7. The method of claim 6 wherein the coating is a 
polymer. 

8. The method of claim 6 wherein the coating is selected 
from the group consisting of: Ultraviolet Cured Acrylate, 
Teflon, DuPont Tefzel, Hytrel, and Nylon. 

9. The method of claim 6 wherein the coating comprises 
a metal. 

10. The method of claim 7 wherein the polymer is 
polyimide. 

11. In a fiber optic interferometer, the improvement com 
prising at least one optical fiber coated with a substantially 
hydrophobic and Substantially non-outgassing coating, 
whereby the optical fiber maintains substantial dimensional 
and refractive stability. 

12. The improvement of claim 11 wherein the fiber optic 
interferometer is a reference standard in a laser distance 
measuring apparatus. 

13. The coating of claim 11 wherein the coating is a 
polymer. 

14. The coating of claim 11 wherein the coating is 
selected from the group consisting of: Ultraviolet Cured 
Acrylate, Teflon, DuPont Tefzel, Hytrel, and Nylon. 

15. The coating of claim 11 wherein the coating comprises 
a metal. 

16. The coating of claim 13 wherein the polymer is 
polyimide. 


